




What is learning?



What is learning?

“Learning is a change in the 
long term memory.”
Kirschner, Sweller and Clark



Schema theory

“A schema is a network of information 
built around connected ideas.”
Mark & Zoe Enser







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMPEUcVyJsc












Try learning this...
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An example
Why do birth rates fall as a country 

becomes more developed?





H    I    G    H    E    R          F    E    R    T    I    L    I    T    Y          R    A    T    E    S

L    O    W    E    R          F    E    R    T    I    L    I    T    Y          R    A    T    E    S

T        I       M       E 

S     P     A     C     E

Increased economic development

Less NEED for 
large families

Better education for women

Improved MSN

Lower IMR

Ability to control 
family size

More use of 
contraception

Women choose to 
follow careers

More desire for 
material things

Less DESIRE for 
large families









2. The sense making is affected 
by our prior knowledge (both 

positively and negatively)



         A                               B                             C               









The principal of a school described by 
victims’ campaigner Willie Frazer as “the 
junior headquarters of IRA youth” has 
called on him to apologise to her directly.

Dera Cahalane of St Patrick’s Primary in 
Donaghmore has contacted the PSNI after 
the high-profile Protestant victims’ 
campaigner posted controversial remarks 
about her school after confusing an Italian 
flag flying outside it for an Irish tricolour.



What is a bank?



What is a bank?



3. Schema building can be 
unlocked or blocked by 

threshold concepts











740.6mm of rain 
in 12 hours





Your group (names): Wayne, Kyle, Joanne, Derek

Name Subject Threshold concept How you explain it

Kyle History Volksgemeinshaft - Nazi 
Control of opposition

Linked to something they know already (prior knowledge) - 
the role of Paramilitaries / drug dealers in NI communities - 
create fear to speak out for fear of repercussions. 

Wayne French Forming the negative Hamburgers: the negative surrounds the verb 
like the top and bottom of a burger bun surround 
a burger

Joanne Music Tritone What is a 
tritone?

Scales, Intervals, Semitone (The Simpsons) 

Derek RE Predestination Satnav in a car (love it!)



Name Subject Threshold concept How you explain it

Jill Jenks Physics Quantum Physics Onion with lots of layers

Robert Uprichard Politics/Geog/LLW Amendment procedure for 
the US constitution.

Driving lessons - Mirror- 
signal- manoeuvre

Katie McT Nutrition Chemical Structure of Fats Using familiar terms 
“mono-brow” one big eyebrow 
(mono-unsaturated fats 
contain one double bound)



4. Therefore the role of diagnostic 
questioning is to help us as teachers to 

discern how effective the schema building 
process is being for each pupil in our class.



Where can the 
schema building 

process go wrong?



Explanation by teacher

Attention by pupil

Quality of existing schema in pupil 

Process of schema 
integration between teacher & 

pupil



We cannot simply repeat what we hear 
word for word. Rather, we connect our 
understanding of the new information to 
our existing schema and we construct a 
mental summary (i.e. the gist of what we 
have heard). 



We cannot simply repeat what we hear 
word for word. Rather, we connect our 
understanding of the new information to 
our existing schema and we construct a 
mental summary (i.e. the gist of what we 
have heard). 

However, when left on their own, many 
students make errors in the process of 
constructing this mental summary. 
These constructions are not errors so 
much as attempts by the students to be 
logical in an area where their 
background knowledge schema is weak.



“A class is essentially a room full of 
highly individual, easily distracted, 

schema-forming brains grouped in front 
of us. It is vital that we get as much 

feedback from our students as we can.”

Tom Sherrington





● Wide ranging information
● Presented in a timely manner

Feedback Dashboard



How do we find out 
what they know?



How broad is your sample?



It’s a usual scenario, repeated in 
classrooms everywhere. 

Teacher asks a question. A few 
hands shoot up - always the 

same hands. 

The hands that aren't raised 
instead prop up drooping heads, 

or twiddle pens.

Those who raise their hands 
listen in class, engage with the 

topic and so achieve more 
highly. The others, often, let their 

attention drift... 



Effective teachers also stopped to check for student understanding. They 
checked for understanding by:
● asking students to summarise the presentation up to that point or repeat 

directions or procedures;
● or by asking students whether they agreed or disagreed with other 

students’ answers.
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directions or procedures;
● or by asking students whether they agreed or disagreed with other 

students’ answers.

This checking has two purposes:
● answering the questions might cause the students to elaborate on the 

material they have learned and augment connections to other learning in 
their long-term memory;

● alerting the teacher to when parts of the material need to be retaught.
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Digital jotter: the set up





1. Whole class monitoring

Feedback Loop



Examples of use: whole class monitoring











1. Whole class monitoring 2. Addressing misconceptions

Feedback Loop



We cannot simply repeat what we hear word for 
word. Rather, we connect our understanding of 
the new information to our existing schema and 
we construct a mental summary (i.e. the gist of 
what we have heard). 

Rosenshine

https://www.teachertoolkit.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Principles-of-Insruction-Rosenshine.pdf


We cannot simply repeat what we hear word for 
word. Rather, we connect our understanding of 
the new information to our existing schema and 
we construct a mental summary (i.e. the gist of 
what we have heard).

However, when left on their own, many students 
make errors in the process of constructing this 
mental summary. 

These constructions are not errors so much as 
attempts by the students to be logical in an area 
where their background knowledge schema is 
weak. 

Rosenshine

https://www.teachertoolkit.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Principles-of-Insruction-Rosenshine.pdf




TASK 1: Annotate the photograph below using key terminology e.g. 
hydraulic pressure.



NAME: Lucy

TASK 1: Annotate the photograph below using key terminology e.g. hydraulic pressure.

Hydraulic pressure - 
erodes the cracks 
and crevices. Abrasion - pebbles and 

sand eroding the coast.

Corrosion - a chemical process that works particularly well on chalk and 
limestone.

The material above is 
unsupported and 
eventually collapses, 
forming an arch.

Overtime, waves 
erode the base, 
creating a notch.

The arch also collapses under 
gravity and leaves behind a 
stack.

The stack erodes 
overtime and 
leaves behind a 
small stump.
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1. Whole class monitoring 2. Addressing misconceptions

3. Modelling effective answers



Examples of use: monitoring extended answers





Deconstructing a model response



What value do digital jotters add to the feedback loop?

1. Whole class monitoring

2. Addressing misconceptions

3. Modelling effective answers




